Introduction

Aesthetics has become one of the most important outcomes of dental treatments. Regardless of the complexity of the case, patients are seeking better-looking smiles. For many years, we, as dentists or laboratory technicians, have been using all the basic aesthetic rules in order to properly create a smile design. These rules should be fundamental to the design. At the end of the treatment, the patients should feel happy. If one can evoke this feeling with a smile design, both the dentist and the patient will be satisfied giving and receiving more than standard, well-aligned teeth. However, the final aesthetic results may often fail to meet the patient’s expectations, owing to a disharmony between the smile design and the patient’s identity. Patients’ demands and the level of information needed have driven the profession to question itself regarding the customization of smile designs, which if ignored may lead to dissatisfaction with the aesthetic outcome, even though all the aesthetic principles and rules which tend to establish standards have been taken into account.

The mock-up

Visualisation of the smile design will have a great impact on the patient’s understanding of the rest of the treatment. It is much more powerful than only verbally explaining what will be done. Prior to initiating any treatment, it is necessary to visualise the desired outcome. It then becomes possible to formulate the steps required to achieve this result.

Mock-ups facilitate significant improvement in communicating with the patient by showing him or her the potential final outcome of the treatment and allowing an easy comparison of the pre- and postoperative situations, and mock-ups allow the clinician to be able to check the functional aspects. Whether it is a case of worn dentition that requires altering the vertical dimension or just a straightforward veneer case, the aesthetic plane of occlusion and function will be based on the length—incisal edge position—and position of the anterior teeth. It is very difficult to convey the envisioned final length of the central incisors to the patient just by adding composite to the incisal edges of the central incisors; thus, the patient needs to see the whole smile, including the length and position of the posterior teeth. There are different ways to make the mock-up. It can be created directly in the patient’s mouth or indirectly either through a wax-up or by using digital tools.

The personalised smile design

Every human being is unique and special and the design of his or her smile should reflect his or her personality. Shape, texture, colour and combination of teeth convey direct messages, and when it comes to creating smile designs, dentists must consider the unity of the whole, which means bringing the biology, structure, function and aesthetics together with a fifth element, personality. Personality is the quintessential part here, because the other four elements are traditionally laid to balance it like a keystone. Through the large number of smile design elements, such as incisal edge, dominance of central incisors, tooth axis and shape, as well as subelements such as morphological details of each tooth, it is possible to establish, based on the dental scientific literature, which should be determined by the facial typology and which could visually represent the unique personality of each patient, beyond his or her personal preferences and expression of his or her will.

Visual language

Each type of line or shape has a specific emotional meaning. Lines represent the most basic elements of visual language. Horizontal lines, because they conform to gravity, express stability, passivity and calmness, while vertical lines represent the movement of the point against gravity, expressing strength and power, just as inclined lines arouse the sensation of instability, tendency to movement and dynamism. Curved lines are associated with delicacy, sensuality and the feminine gender.
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The combination of lines generates the most basic forms, transferring to them their own expressions. Thus, the vertical rectangle expresses strength by the predominance of the vertical element on the horizontal, the triangle dynamism, the oval delicacy, the square stability and immobility with the balance between its vertical element and horizontal one. These basic shapes can be observed in the facial contour as well as in the incisors’ shapes and 3D configuration of the dental arrangement, thus the incisal silhouette.

The visual language knowledge applied to the main expressive elements of smile design, such as dental shape, incisal edge, interdental ratio or dominance of central incisors, and 3D positioning of the teeth in the arch, determines four smile design types with primary expression (Fig. 1):

– Strong: composed mainly of rectangular dental shapes, strong dominance of the central incisors and canines over the lateral incisors (radial symmetry), as well as plane incisal edge and rectilinear 3D dental positioning on the arch from an occlusal view.

– Dynamic: triangular or trapezoidal dental shapes, standard dominance, inclined incisal edge and angled 3D dental positioning on the arch.

– Delicate: oval dental shapes, medium dominance, curved incisal edge and standard 3D dental positioning.

The aim of this aesthetic treatment was to enhance the patient’s smile. However, additional to all the aesthetic smile design basics, the facial analysis and the personality of the patient should be reflected in this design, in order to create the most natural, minimally invasive, personalised smile design.
– Calm or stable: smoothly rounded square dental shapes, weak dominance (current symmetry), horizontal incisal edge and 3D rectilinear or standard dental positioning on the arch.

Case presentation

The patient had short teeth and was not happy with the narrow buccal corridors and the yellowish colour of her teeth (Figs. 2a–d).

Aesthetic analysis and Rebel Simplicity

Aesthetic design can be challenging for dentists. Rebel (Visagismile) is a recent digital previsualisation technique that allows the clinician to:

– efficiently design the new smile;
– improve the communication between the dental team members involved in the treatment;
– obtain better communication and achieve better patient motivation; and
– visualise the final aesthetic result even before the treatment is started.

3D Rebel smile design plays an important role in the entire treatment planning and will guide the actual clinical treatment. This approach makes it possible to share the treatment plan among team members and to create a 3D visualisation of the case in the patient’s mouth. The digital project will be tested and approved even before starting the actual treatment. Accordingly, it will allow the dentist to present the treatment solution.

The Rebel workflow

Rebel offers probably the simplest steps for transferring all the necessary information to the Rebel digital laboratory.

These are the three mandatory steps:
1. a single mock-up on a central incisor to be digitally scanned;
2. a full-face photographic protocol; and
3. a simple questionnaire.

Single central incisor mock-up and intra-oral digital scanning

A composite mock-up is performed on one (or two) of the central incisors in order to identify the incisal edge position vertically and the position of the facial surface buccolingually (Fig. 3). This is no different from creating any direct mock-up; however, the greatest advantage of creating this mock-up for Rebel is that the dentist does not need to concern himself or herself with the perfect design of this mock-up, meaning that he or she does not need to choose the shape of the tooth (square, triangular, rounded, etc.), the angulations of the axes of the teeth, surface texture, etc. These details of the smile design will be provided by the Rebel artificial intelligence-based software, according to the facial analysis and the personality of the patient. Therefore, this will allow any dentist at any level to start working with mock-ups and end up with high-level wax-ups.

If the dentist does not wish to make a mock-up, they can alternatively write down the additional length that would be needed to be added to the central incisors vertically, and the volume on the facial aspect (e.g., 0.3 mm thicker facially). In that case, the dentist can easily relate the existing length of the teeth to the upper lip position with the help of a periodontal probe. This information should be noted (the additional length that is needed to be added to the central incisors vertically and the volume on the facial aspect e.g., 0.3 mm thicker facially) and included in the file that will be sent to Rebel.

Full-face photographic protocol

The software requires five full-face photographs for facial analysis and classification of the patient and for relation of the 3D intra-oral digital scan to the facial
features. The following are the five full-face photograph types needed (Figs. 4a–f).

I. Full-face photograph in rest position
This photograph is for the automatic facial recognition process of the software, and part of the new Rebel smile design will be based on this facial analysis of the patient. Technically, it is very important that the forehead and the ears of the patient are visible. If the patient has long hair, it should be held away from the face. It is crucial to keep the head upright (not tilted to the right or left, or up or down), preferably positioning the eyes parallel to the horizon and keeping the lips apart. The software automatically checks the required full-face photograph and sends a message immediately to the dentist if the necessary technical requirements have not been met so that he or she can retake the photograph.

II. Full-face photograph of patient smiling
Keep the patient in the same position with the eyes open and parallel to the horizon and the head upright (not tilted to the right or left, or up or down). This time, ask the patient to keep his or her lips apart in a soft smile (if possible, ensure the incisal edges of the maxillary incisors are displayed).

III. Photograph of face in 12 o’clock position
There are two simple ways of taking this specific photograph. An easy way is to keep the patient in the same position and ask him or her to incline his or her face 45° forward while giving a full smile, taking the photograph so that it shows the relationship to the maxillary central incisors and the displayed arch position to the lower lip line. The dentist can also move the patient to a supine position on the dental chair and to the 12 o’clock position, ask him or her to smile fully, and take the photograph from a 45° angle.

IV. Full-face photograph with mouth closed and lips retracted
The patient should be asked to hold the full-mouth retractors, again keeping the position of the eyes parallel to the horizon and his or her head upright (not tilted to the right or left, or up or down), and keeping his or her teeth closed and the occlusal plane parallel to the horizon.

V. Full-face photograph with mouth open and lips retracted
The same protocol as for the mouth closed should be repeated, but this time with the teeth (upper and lower jaws) separated.
Case Report

An interview to reveal the character and the personality of the patient is completed through a questionnaire available in the software and gives the dentist the primary and complementary characters of the patient (Fig. 5). The temperamental type of each individual is defined by a unique combination of diverse characteristics of the four main temperaments, and therefore, for a precise and practical evaluation, it is necessary to apply a specific questionnaire.

As the dentist is about to send the three mandatory files, he or she will also be asked to include for the Rebel digital laboratory, a description of the clinical case regarding any specific designs, such as the buccal corridors and perfect imperfections, and the intensity of the surface texture, or choose some of the optional features provided if needed. When the entire Rebel workflow has been completed, the software will guide the dentist to exit, and at a click of a button, the file will immediately be sent to the Rebel digital laboratory via e-mail.

Rebel digital laboratory

It has a very sophisticated simplicity, owing to a very complex software behind it which enables the dentist to do the most simplistic, yet most predictable and personalised, 3D wax-up. For every level of dental practice, reproducible and accessible to all professionals, a concept for smile design customisation was developed by Paolucci and Paolucci et al. The concept, called “Visual Identity of the Smile,” arose from the association of different knowledge such as aesthetic and functional dental fundamentals, artistic visual language, facial recognition and personality typology. For the objective application of this concept, the Rebel software was developed.

Rebel software is able to perform facial reading, personality assessment and personal preference evaluation of each patient and convert that information into mathematical language. Through pre-programmed algorithms, an initial 2D smile design is created. The software is capable of transforming this 2D smile design into a 3D customised model automatically. The model generation is performed by a custom 3D library, developed specifically for Rebel Simplicity. Every model is personalised according to the proposed tooth configuration.

The Rebel system is actually a virtual laboratory that converts the 2D design into 3D and creates a digital wax-up immediately. The 2D design is created by relating the facial perception and the personality of the patient to the smile design, by applying algorithms for

---

**Questionnaire**

An interview to reveal the character and the personality of the patient is completed through a questionnaire available in the software and gives the dentist the primary and complementary characters of the patient (Fig. 5). The temperamental type of each individual is defined by a unique combination of diverse characteristics of the four main temperaments, and therefore, for a precise and practical evaluation, it is necessary to apply a specific questionnaire.

As the dentist is about to send the three mandatory files, he or she will also be asked to include for the Rebel digital laboratory, a description of the clinical case regarding any specific designs, such as the buccal corridors and perfect imperfections, and the intensity of the surface texture, or choose some of the optional features provided if needed. When the entire Rebel workflow has been completed, the software will guide the dentist to exit, and at a click of a button, the file will immediately be sent to the Rebel digital laboratory via e-mail.

Rebel digital laboratory

It has a very sophisticated simplicity, owing to a very complex software behind it which enables the dentist to do the most simplistic, yet most predictable and personalised, 3D wax-up. For every level of dental practice, reproducible and accessible to all professionals, a concept for smile design customisation was developed by Paolucci and Paolucci et al. The concept, called “Visual Identity of the Smile,” arose from the association of different knowledge such as aesthetic and functional dental fundamentals, artistic visual language, facial recognition and personality typology. For the objective application of this concept, the Rebel software was developed.

Rebel software is able to perform facial reading, personality assessment and personal preference evaluation of each patient and convert that information into mathematical language. Through pre-programmed algorithms, an initial 2D smile design is created. The software is capable of transforming this 2D smile design into a 3D customised model automatically. The model generation is performed by a custom 3D library, developed specifically for Rebel Simplicity. Every model is personalised according to the proposed tooth configuration.

The Rebel system is actually a virtual laboratory that converts the 2D design into 3D and creates a digital wax-up immediately. The 2D design is created by relating the facial perception and the personality of the patient to the smile design, by applying algorithms for

---

**Fig 5:** The optimal tooth shape is determined with the help of the interview. The questionnaire is based on popular psychological tests of personal self-assessment. The first question is an adapted test by Dellinger and the other three questions concern personality traits based on the theory and questionnaire by Eysenck. The questionnaire is checked by a computer algorithm to classify the patient’s personality. Based on the data from the interview, a software algorithm automatically calculates the temperament as perceived by the patient. The temperament is a combination of strong, dynamic, delicate and calm. After this procedure is done, the dentist and/or the technician will have a full idea of the facial analysis and the personality of the patient.
Figs. 7a–e: After the STL file has been 3D-printed (a), the dentist can easily transfer this design to the patient’s mouth by making a silicone impression of the digital wax-up (b). The harder this silicone transfer impression, the more precise this transfer will be, in order to duplicate all the details, such as the line angles that give the ideal shape of the teeth, as well as surface texture. This transfer should be done prior to everything. The dentist should evaluate the new design well before starting the tooth preparation with the APT (Aesthetic Pre-evaluative Temporaries) or as the final mock-up. This way, not only the ideal 3D smile design, but also a great 3D communication opportunity, will be given to the dentist and the patient. The final aesthetic design should be approved at this time.

Figs. 6a–d: Rebel is a recent digital previsualisation technique that allows the clinician to efficiently design the new smile, improve the communication between the dental team members involved in the treatment, obtain better communication, and achieve better patient motivation thanks to the visualisation of the final aesthetic result even before the case has started. By the same token Rebel will enhance the predictability of the entire treatment and guide the actual clinical treatment. This approach allows the sharing of the treatment plan with team members and creates a 3D visual perception of the case in the patient’s mouth. The digital project will be tested and approved before the actual treatment starts and allows the dentist to present the treatment solutions.
computing the optimal combination of the incisal silhouette, tooth axis, dominance of the central incisors and the combination of individual tooth shapes out of thousands of possibilities. It may sound complicated; however, it is the simplest way of creating one of the best 3D digital wax-ups possible.

Rebel employs very sophisticated artificial intelligence-based software with algorithms; however, it provides great simplicity to the end users, the dentists and dental technicians (Figs. 6a–d).

**Back to chairside/3D printing**
This STL file is then sent to the dentist via e-mail, ready to be 3D-printed (Figs. 7a–e).

**Tooth preparation through the Aesthetic Pre-evaluative Temporaries**
The design of the APT (Aesthetic Pre-evaluative Temporaries), creates a very solid reference for the tooth preparation. With the use of a depth cutter, the dentist can start preparing the teeth through the APT. His or her work will lead to the most minimally invasive tooth preparation (Figs. 8a–d).

Porcelain laminate veneers are tried-in and after the aesthetic acceptance of the patient and the dentist, they are bonded to the teeth under rubber-dam isolation (Figs. 9a–c, page 14).

**Conclusion**
The combination of the basic rules of aesthetics together with the reflection of the facial analysis and the personality of the patient in the smile design creates a more natural and personalised smile. This principle presumes harmony between the smile design and the patient’s personality. However, in the dental practice, its application has been limited owing to the lack of an objective method for assessing the patient personality and incorporating its results into the smile design.

Currently, Rebel can help the clinician to provide smile designs that consider patients’ emotions, sense of identity, behaviour and self-esteem. Combining modern digital technologies with the classic treatment rules can be used to achieve predictable aesthetic results.

**Figs. 8a–d:** Once the final design has been approved by the dentist and the patient, the dentist can anesthetise the patient and start preparing the teeth through the APT (Aesthetic Pre-evaluative Temporaries). As soon as the teeth have been prepared, it is then the choice of the dentist to continue the case digitally, by taking an intra-oral digital scan, or to continue with the conventional analog way. The patient leaves with the provisionals.
The Rebel concept, which can be applied very easily and rapidly, can help the dentist or ceramist to achieve this goal in the most simplistic, practical and personalised way. The authors’ clinical experience shows a minimum of 80 per cent success in the acceptance of the final smile design treatment. Finally, before any further investigation and research is done, if the result by applying this technique does not satisfy the patient owing to the subjectivity of the matter, the dentist can always make minor alterations in order to adopt this design according to the patient’s desires.

Editorial note: A list of references is available from the publisher. This article was first published in the Clinical Masters magazine, volume 6, issue 2020.
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Figs. 9a–c: In the same way, the laboratory can produce these veneers digitally by milling or using pressable ceramics or utilising feldspathic veneers. In this case, the material chosen was the IPS e.max Press pressable ceramic (Ivoclar Vivadent), after one-third incisal cut-back and feldspathic porcelain applied on top with the micro-layering technique and bonded to the teeth.